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1. Introduction. The fact the variational problems of dynamics lead

naturally to the investigation of shortest paths in abstract spaces has been a

stimulus of much research into the behavior of such paths in the large. In

particular, the case where such paths are unique, at least for the universal

covering space of the domain in question, has been treated by, among others,

Hadamard, Morse, Cartan, and in its abstract formulations by Busemann.

On the other hand, the dynamical investigations of Morse, Hedlund, and

E. Hopf were concerned with manifolds of constant negative curvature, or

with spaces which exhibited many of the properties of such manifolds. Morse

and Hedlund established a dynamical property (topological transitivity) for

a class of surfaces on which the main restriction was that the shortest paths

(geodesies) in the universal covering surface be unique. The surfaces they

considered had to satisfy the additional dynamical condition of Poisson

stability. To show that such surfaces form a large class necessitates appeal

to the Poincaré recurrence theorem, which introduces the anomaly of using

measure theory to obtain a topological result. The Poisson stability hy-

pothesis, however, was not used directly to establish transitivity: it was

needed for the proof of a purely geometric property, namely, that on a sur-

face of the type considered, intersecting geodesies diverge.

It turns out that this hypothesis is superfluous. In the following we prove

that, under mild analytical restrictions, the nonexistence of conjugate points

on geodesies (equivalent to uniqueness of shortest paths) is sufficient to

ensure the divergence of intersecting geodesies. Certain examples due to

Hubert show that this result cannot be extended to the more general spaces

which Busemann considers. Using this property, topological transitivity may

be established for a wider class of surfaces.

Moreover, the divergence property of intersecting geodesies is established

for certain surfaces with poles, even though they may contain geodesies with

mutually conjugate points. The conditions under which this happens give

restrictions on the set of poles of a surface for which divergence fails. This

set has previously been investigated by von Mangoldt and Cohn-Vossen.

The methods are also applicable to the problems of parallels on two-
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dimensional Riemannian manifolds. For this an additional hypothesis is

used, the nonexistence of focal points (unique perpendicularity). For such

surfaces we show that the Gaussian curvature between any two geodesies

which remain a bounded distance apart is zero. Thus simply-connected

analytic surfaces with any parallels in this sense must be Euclidean. Also,

cylinders without focal points which do not "open out" like an hyperboloid

of one sheet must have Gaussian curvature zero everywhere. A corollary is

that surfaces of the topological type of a torus which have no focal points

are flat, a result of Morse and Hedlund. However, E. Hopf showed that for

this theorem the hypothesis of nonconjugacy is sufficient. Whether that is

also the case for the more general statement about cylinders is not known.

2. The Jacobi equation. In this section we shall study the behavior in

the large of solutions of the familiar Jacobi differential equation

(J) y"(x) + K(x)y(x) = 0, -oo<x<oo.

The assumptions throughout will be that K(x) is continuous on the whole

real axis, and that K(x) 3: — M for some positive constant M. We begin with

a discussion of the associated Riccati equation

(R) u'(x) + u2(x) + K(x) = 0.

The following lemma uses a Sturmian argument.

Lemma 2.1. If u(x) is a solution of (R) defined for x^x0 (x^x0), then u(x)

is bounded for xSxo (x^Xo).

Proof. Choose è>0 such that b2>M. Suppose that there exists an Xi>x0

such that u(xi) >b. Then there is a solution v(x) of

(1) v'(x) = b2 - v2(x)

for which z>(xi) = u(xx). In fact, v(x)=b coth (bx — d) for a suitably chosen

constant d. Subtracting (R) from (1) we get

(2) v'(x) - u'(x) = b2 + K(x) - v2(x) + u2(x).

For x = Xi the right side of (2) is positive, so

(3) v(x) ^ u(x),

at least in a one-sided neighborhood, Xi^xiïxi+e, of X\. But now it is clear

that (3) holds for all x^Xi, since at any point of intersection of the curves

y = u(x), y = v(x), the right side of (2) would again be positive. Since v(x)

is bounded for xèxx, we conclude that u(x) is bounded above for x^xi.

If, on the other hand, u(xt) <—b, we compare u(x) with the solution of

(1) w(x)=b coth (bx — c) for which w(xi) =u(xx). w(x) is defined for x<c/b,

but \\mx,cihw(x) = — =o. However, exactly the same argument as that employed

above shows that (3) holds for x^xi, so that the assumption that u(xx) <—b
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is incompatible with the hypothesis that u(x) is defined for all x^x0. Thus

u(x) must be bounded from below, which completes the proof.

Contained in the above proof is the fact that a solution of (R) which is

defined for all x is bounded by M1/2. (Compare E. Hopf [l](2).)

Let us now consider the Jacobi differential equation (J). By the well

known existence theorems, a solution of (J) is uniquely determined by two

initial conditions, and is defined for all x. Recall, also, that if y(x) is a solution

of (J), u(x) =y'(x)/y(x) is a solution of (R) in any interval where y(x)?*0.

Theorem 2.1. If there is a solution w(x) of (J) for which w(x) >0 for x^O,

then lim^oc y(x) = <*> for any solution y(x) of (J) such that y(0) =0, y'(0) >0.

Proof. The existence of w(x) and the initial condition y'(0) >0 imply, by

the Sturmian separation theorem, that y(x)>0 for x>0. Choose x0>0. Set

b=y(xo)/w(x0) and define u(x)=bw(x). u(x) is a solution of (J) which is

linearly independent of y(x). For x^O,

d V y(x)~\ u(x)y'(x) — u'(x)y(x)

dx\.u(x)A u2(x)

because the Wronskian

u(x)y'(x) - y(x)u'(x) = bw(0)y'(0) > 0.

Therefore y(x)/u(x) is an increasing function for x^O. Suppose that the

conclusion of the theorem were false. Then there would exist a sequence

0<Xo<Xi< • ■ ■ with no finite limit point for which limn^M y(xn)=c<<».

Choose numbers {a„} such that u(xn) =a„y(xn), «=0, 1, 2, • • • . Because

u(x)/y(x) is decreasing, {an} is a monotone decreasing sequence of positive

numbers. Set a = lim„,00 an. Then a^O. Form a solution of (J) by

z(x) = u(x) — ay(x).

By its definition, z(x) is linearly independent of y(x) and lim„,K z(x„) =0.

(4) z'(x)y(x) - y'(x)z(x) = ¿,

where ¿ is a nonzero (in fact, negative) constant. Since neither z(x) nor y(x)

vanishes for x>0, we may apply Lemma 2.1 to the functions z'(x)/z(x) and

y'(x)/y(x) and conclude that they are bounded for x^x0. By assumption,

the numbers (y(x„)} are bounded; it follows that (y'(x„)} is a bounded

sequence. But dividing (4) by z(x) we get

*'(*) d
-y(x) — y'(x) =-•
z(x) z(x)

As x takes on the values xn the left side of this equation remains bounded,

(2) References will be found in the bibliography at the end of the paper.
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while the right side approaches — «¡. This contradiction proves the theorem.

A point Xi is said to be conjugate to Xo if there is a nontrivial solution

y(x) of (J) with y(xi) =y(xo) =0. If there is no solution with two zeros, we

shall say that (J) has no conjugate points.

Corollary 2.1. If (J) has no conjugate points and y(x) is a solution with

y(xo) =0,y'(x0)>0 (y'(xo) <0), then we have \imx^ y(x) = °°, limx^„y(x) = — co

(limx,„ y(x) = — =oT Hm«^_M y(x) = °o).

This corollary follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 if we recall the

well known fact that, when (J) has no conjugate points, there exists a solu-

tion which never vanishes. More generally, it is easily seen that the conclusion

of the corollary holds whenever x0 is interior to an interval of points none of

which have conjugates on the whole axis.

A point Xi is said to be a focal point of x0 if there is a solution y(x) of (J)

with y(x0) = 1, y'(x0) =0, and y(xi) =0. If, for each x0, there is no such point

Xi, then we shall say that (J) has no focal points. Clearly, the property of

having no focal points is more restrictive than that of having no conjugate

points, as the equation (J) with 2£(x)=cos x/(a+cos x), a>l, shows. Since

there is always a solution satisfying the initial conditions y(x) = 1, y'(x) =0,

we can state

Corollary 2.2. 7/0 has no focal point xt >0, then the conclusion of Theorem

2.1 holds. If Xo has no focal points, then the conclusion of Corollary 2.1 holds.

The literature dealing with equations (J) and (R) is vast. Their mutual

interdependence is investigated in Wintner [l ], where further references may

be found.

3. Manifolds with poles. Consider a two-dimensional open (i.e., non-

compact) Riemannian manifold M of class C3 which is simply connected.

Since such a manifold is homeomorphic to the (x, y)-plane, we may consider

its metric defined by a positive definite quadratic form

(1) ds2 = gudx2 + 2gndxdy + g22dy2,

where the functions g,,(x, y) are of class C for all x, y.

Functions x(t), y(t), toèt^h, define an arc of class C1 if they are of class

C'and

(x)2 + (y)2 ^ 0, (»SiS h.

A continuous image of the unit interval is an arc of class D1 if it consists of

finitely many segments of class C1. The length, L(m), of an arc m: x(t), y(t),

toút^h, of class Dl is defined by

(2) L(m) =  f " {gn(x)2 + gnxy + g22(y)2V'2dt.
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Curves whose coordinates satisfy the Euler differential equations for the

first variation of the integral (2) are called geodesies, and they are of class

C2 when arc-length is introduced as parameter.

A point Q: x(si), y(sî) is said to be conjugate to the point P: x(s0), y(so)

on the geodesic g: x(s), y(s) if si is conjugate to So in the Jacobi differential

equation

(J) y"(s) + K(s)y(s) = 0,

where X(s) is the Gaussian curvature of M along g, expressed in terms of

the arc-length, s. Focal points are defined similarly. A geodesic segment mini-

mizes the integral L(m) relative to neighboring curves of class D1 with the

same end points if it contains no two mutually conjugate points. (See, for

example, Bliss [l].)

Let D(P, Q) be the greatest lower bound of the lengths of all curves of

class D1 with end points P and Q. M becomes a metric space with metric

D(P, Q), and in the following, unless otherwise noted, any topological state-

ment about M will be understood to refer to the topology induced by D(P, Q)

(which, however, agrees with the original topology of M; see Seifert and

Threlfall [l]).

If S is a set of points in M and P is a point of M, we define the distance

from P to S by

D(P,B) = g.l.b. D(P,Q).

If S and <R_ are point sets of M, the type distance between these sets (see Haus-

dorff [l ]) is defined by

D(S,<R) = maxfl.u.b. D(P,%), l.u.b. D(Q, S) ),

where + ■» is an accepted value for 7>(S, CR). Two sets are said to be of the

same type if their type distance is finite.

A geodesic ray is a continuous image of a half-open interval, every

closed segment of which is a geodesic. A complete geodesic, or for brevity,

just a geodesic, is a similar image of an open interval such that both the

geodesic rays determined by a point of the interval are infinitely long. A ray

g is said to be continued to a ray g' if g is contained in g' and they have the

same initial point. Continuations of a ray, then, are determined merely by

their lengths, and in the following all rays will be understood to have been

continued to infinite length. In order that this be possible, some additional

assumption on the manifold is necessary.

We shall deal exclusively with complete manifolds, that is, with manifolds

which are complete in the metric defined above. This concept was defined

and investigated in Hopf and Rinow [l ], where it was proved that on such a
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manifold every geodesic ray may be continued to infinite length. Moreover,

between any two points, P, Q, of a complete, connected manifold there is a

geodesic segment of length D(P, Q). (See also Cartan [l], where a complete

manifold is called normal.) Such a segment must contain the unique

geodesic segment of shortest length connecting any two of its interior points,

for otherwise a curve could be found between P and Q of length less than or

equal to D(P, Q) which contained corners, and such a path can be shortened.

P is called a pole of the space M if no geodesic ray with P as initial point

contains a point conjugate to P. We shall call M a manifold with pole P

if (i) M is a two-dimensional Riemannian manifold of class C3, (ii) M is com-

plete and simply-connected, (iii) the Gaussian curvature of M is bounded

from below, and (iv) P is a pole of M. Examples of manifolds obeying all

these conditions are: the universal covering surface of any compact, two-

dimensional C3 Riemannian manifold with nonpositive curvature; a para-

boloid of revolution; the Euclidean plane.

In a manifold with pole P the geodesic rays with P as initial point cover

the space simply, and polar coordinates (r, <p) may therefore be introduced

in M. r is the distance from P along the geodesic making an angle of <?S with

a fixed direction at P. In these coordinates the form (1) becomes

(3) ds2 = dr2 + G2(r, (b)d<t>2,

where the function G(r, <p) is of class C2 in 0<r< oo, 0^(p<2ir, periodic in

(p, and satisfies the equation

(JO Grr(r, <p) + K(r, $)G(r, <b) = 0,

with boundary conditions G(0, <p) =0, Gr(0, <p) =1.

A geodesic ray with initial point P is the shortest path between any two

of its points, and no two such rays intersect again. Moreover, a mapping by

means of the polar coordinates onto the interior of the unit circle shows that,

because M is complete, two different rays with P as initial point separate M

into two simply-connected components.

Two geodesic rays are said to be of the same type if they are of the same

type considered as point sets in M. This is equivalent to saying that, given

an arbitrary point on either ray, its distance to the other ray lies below a uni-

form bound. In Euclidean and hyperbolic geometries two intersecting geo-

desic rays cannot be of the same type. The following theorem develops suffi-

cient conditions for this phenomenon. Although (a) implies (b), it is con-

venient to include them both in the statement of the theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Let M be a manifold with pole P. Two geodesic rays with P as

initial point cannot be of the same type if either of the following conditions is

satisfied:
(a) P has no focal points on any ray with initial point P ;

(b) P is in the interior of a set of points which are poles of M.
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Proof. Let g and q be the two geodesic rays in question, and assume that

they are of the same type. For each integer «>0 let P„ be that point on g

with D(P, Pn) =«. If R is a fixed number greater than the type distance of g

and q, there must exist a point Qn on q for which D(Pn, Qn) <R. A geodesic

segment exists with length D(P„, Qn) and whose end points are P„ and Qn;

call this segment h„. For n>R, hn cannot be identical to the arc cut off on

¿Uq by P„ and Qn, since the latter has length at least w. Thus for large

enough « each arc hn must lie entirely, except for its end points, in one of the

two components into which g^Jq separates M, for the property of being a

shortest connection between Pn and Qn would be destroyed should hn have

more than one point (but not all) in common with either g or q. At least one

of these components must contain an infinite number of the curves {hn} ;

choose such a component and set up polar coordinates with P as pole in such

a way that g has the equation <p = 0, q has the equation <p=(po, and the points

in the selected component have coordinates (r, <p), where 0 <<p <<po- Renumber

the arcs hn (and end points Pn, Qn) which lie in this component so that, for

them, n takes on the values 1, 2, 3, ■ •

Since hn is a shortest arc from Pn to Qn, it cannot intersect a ray from P

in more than one point. For every ray from P is a shortest arc between any

two of its points, so that its length between the first and last points of inter-

section with hn is less than or equal to the length of the segment of hn cut off

by these points. Consequently the arc from P„ to the first such point of inter-

section, along the geodesic ray to the last such point, and along hn to Qn, has

corners and may be shortened to a curve of length less than L(h„).

Because hn cannot intersect a ray <¡>=<pi, 0<<¡>i<<po, in more than one

point, the equation for hn in polar coordinates may be written rn=rH(<p),

0rácp5íc/>o. Moreover, for no fixed <j>i can the sequence {rn(<t>i)} have a finite

limit point, since the distance from the points Sn: (rn(4>i), <pi) to P„ is bounded

by R and D(P, Pn) ̂ D(P, Sn)+D(Sn, Pn) Ur„(cßi)+R.
Let us compute the length of hn. By (3)

/*"   U drn\2 Ï 1/2 r *°
l\7~)+ G*{rÁ(t>)' ^r   d<t> - J   G(rn(0)' *)á*-

By assumption, L(hn) SP for all «; therefore we have

lim inf   I     G(r„(<b), <j>)d(j> ^ lim inf L(hn) S R.
n—*w m/  0 B—>»

The functions G(rn(<p), <p) are non-negative and integrable, so from Fatou's

Lemma we conclude that lim inf,,...,, G(rn(<p), </>) is integrable over (0, <p0),

and is accordingly finite for almost all <f> in the interval.

Up to this point we have not used either condition of the theorem. If P

has no focal points, Corollary 2.2 may be applied to the function G(r, <f>).

Since limn,M rn(4>) = °° for any <£, by the conclusion of that corollary we see
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that lim infn.M G(rn((p), (p) = » for any fixed <p. If condition (b) holds, the

same result may be inferred by using the remark after Corollary 2.1. In either

case, this contradicts the initial assumption which, as we have shown, implies

that this limit inferior is finite almost everywhere. This completes the proof

of the theorem.

As examples of manifolds with poles which satisfy conditions (a) or (b)

we may call attention to the following: (a) No geodesic on the universal

covering surface of a manifold with nonpositive curvature has focal points;

for example, the plane considered as the covering surface of an hyperboloid

(of revolution) of one sheet, (b) The obvious pole on one component of a

two-sheeted hyperboloid of revolution is interior to a region of poles (von

Mangoldt [l]).

I. Nonconjugacy hypothesis. There is no pair of mutually conjugate

points on any geodesic of M.

We denote by M(I) a manifold with pole which satisfies the nonconjugacy

hypothesis. Every point of an M(I) is a pole, and every geodesic segment is

the unique shortest path between its end-points. A direct application of

Theorem 3.1 yields

Corollary 3.1. On an M(\) no two geodesic rays with the same initial point

can be of the same type.

In Hedlund [l, Theorem 1.2] this result was obtained under the assump-

tion that the geodesies of the manifold were uniformly unstable. Morse and

Hedlund (Theorems 5.5 and 12.1 of Morse and Hedlund [l ]—this paper will

be referred to as M+H in the following) obtain the same result without that

hypothesis, but with the restriction that the space was actually the universal

covering surface of a particular class of manifolds (of the topological type of

a torus or Klein bottle for Theorem 5.5, Poisson stable and of hyperbolic

type for Theorem 12.1).

Busemann ([l], hereafter referred to as B) has studied general metric

spaces in which geodesies, abstractly defined, exist and are unique. He calls

such spaces S.L. (straight line) spaces; two-dimensional open (that is, con-

taining no closed geodesies) S.L. spaces are homeomorphic to the plane, and

are called S.L. planes. If an S.L. plane is a C3 Riemannian manifold with

Gaussian curvature uniformly bounded below it is an M(I) in our sense.

Thus Coroliary 3.1 is an extension of Theorem 6 [B, p. 103]. That the Rie-

mannian character of the metric is essential for this stronger result may be

seen by examining certain Hubert geometries ([B, example 2, p. 108]—the

author is indebted to Professor Busemann for pointing out that there are

even differentiable Hubert metrics for which the divergence property does not

hold). For manifolds with nonpositive curvature the result is trivial (Hada-

mard [l], Cartan [l], and, for S.L. spaces, Busemann [2]). An M(I) admits

regions of positive curvature, although how much can be tolerated without
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destroying the nonconjugacy property is not known. For some results on

this aspect, see E. Hopf [2, p. 592]. However, his instability restriction is

stronger even than Hedlund's (Hedlund [l]).

Let M be a space with pole P. The complement, U(r), in M of every disk

S(P, r), r>0 (S(P, r) is the set of points Q with D(P, Q) <r), is a surface

homeomorphic to D', the closed unit disk of the Euclidean plane minus its

center, 0. Every simple closed curve in U(r) either is contractible to a point

in U(r) or has an image in D' which separates 0 from the unit circle. Follow-

ing Cohn-Vossen [l ] we call the latter type of curve a girdle of U(r) if it is

rectifiable. Let g(r) be the greatest lower bound of all girdles of U(r). Set

g(P)=lim infr,«, g(r).

Examining the proof of Theorem 3.1 we notice that the full force of the

assumption that the rays were of the same type was not used, but only that

lim inf„..M L(hn) was finite. A weaker formulation of this remark may be

stated as

Corollary 3.2. If M is a manifold with pole P and g(P) is finite, then P is

not an interior point of the set of poles of M, and P must have focal points.

The paraboloid of revolution shows that the converse is not necessarily

true. On the other hand, the surface of revolution of/(x) = l/(x + l) +ex sin2 x,

x^O, suitably smoothed to have a pole at x=—1, y = 0, has g(P)=0, al-

though the meridians are not of the same type.

4. Nonfocality. For a fixed point P we denote the set of points Q with

D(P, Q) <r by S(P, r). Cl (A) will stand for the closure of the set A.

Let M be an M(I) and let g be a geodesic on M. Then any sequence of

points of g which has no limit point on g has no limit point on M and (Hopf

and Rinow [l ]) M is finitely compact (that is, closed bounded sets are com-

pact). It follows that, in an M(I), gC\C\ (S(P, r)) is compact (or empty) for

any geodesic g, point P, and positive number r. Therefore, there always exists

at least one point Q on g for which D(P, Q) =D(P, g).

If g and A are two nonintersecting geodesies on an M(I) the complement

of g^Jh has three components. One of these components, call it A, has g^Jh

as boundary. We shall say that a point is between g and A if it is in A.

Lemma 4.1. Let g and A be two geodesies of the same type on an M(I). If

every point of a geodesic ray r is between g and A, r is of the type of a ray contained

in g.

Proof. By Corollary 3.1, g and A cannot intersect, so it makes sense to

speak of points between g and A. Let P0 be a point on g. Then there is a

point Co on A such that D(P0, Qo) =D(Pq, A). Denote by s0 the geodesic seg-

ment with end points P0 and Q0; 50 must separate the set of points between

g and A into two components, Ai,A2. Since r is a geodesic ray, it can intersect so

at most once, so all but a compact subset of r lies entirely in either Ai or A2\
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suppose it is .42. Choose P„ on gC\Cl (A2) with D(P, P„) =«, and let Qn on

h be such that D(Pn, Qn) =D(P„, h). All of the arcs sn connecting P„ and Qn,

except for end points and s0, lie in .42. Moreover, L(sn) ÚR, where R = D(g, h)

< =o, by hypothesis. sn-i, sn, and the parts of g and h between P„_i and Pn,

Qn-i and Q„, respectively, form a simple closed curve which is the boundary

of a closed set Bn in Cl (42). Every point of r, except, perhaps, for a compact

segment, is in some Bn, and every Bn for large enough « contains points of

r. It is therefore sufficient to prove that diam (Bn) is uniformly bounded

(diam (.4) =maxp,QgA D(P, Q)), since in that case the subray of g with initial

point Po which contains Pn will be of the same type as r. Because of the way

it was constructed, Bn is geodesically convex (the geodesic arc joining any

two points of Bn lies in Bn). Hence maxp.cjgj, D(P, Q) is assumed for P, Q

on the boundary of Bn, so it is easy to see that diam (Bn) S2P + 1. This com-

pletes the proof.

Lemma 4.2. Let y(x) be a solution of

(J) /'(*) + R(x)y(x) = 0, K(x) è - M,

which never vanishes. If lim inf |y(x) [ < <» for x—>» and x—►— <*>, then every

solution of (J) which never vanishes is of the form cy(x), where c is a constant.

Proof. The hypothesis that y(x) never vanishes implies that (J) has no

conjugate points or, what is equivalent, that no two integral curves have

more than one point in common. We may assume that y(x)>0 for all x.

Suppose w(x) is a solution of (J) which never vanishes. Then

y(0)
u(x) = y(x)-—- w(x)

w(0)

is a solution of (J) for which m(0)=0 and y(x)>«(x)^0 for either x>0 or

x<0; assume the former case. Then lim inf^» u(x) < <x>, so by Corollary 2.1,

u(x) = 0 for all x, completing the proof of the lemma.

II. Nonfocality hypothesis. No geodesic of M contains two points

such that one is a focal point of the other.

We designate an M(I) which satisfies the nonfocality hypothesis by

M(II). Every simply-connected complete surface with bounded nonpositive

curvature is an M(II). Unless otherwise stated, in the remainder of this

section we deal with an M(II). That II is a powerful assumption is shown in

part by

Lemma 4.3. If P is a point not contained in the geodesic g, there is precisely

one geodesic h containing P with the following properties :

(i) h is perpendicular to g at their point of intersection Q;

(ii) D(P, Q) <D(P, R) for any point R on g, R^Q.

Proof. Let Q(s) denote a point on g, where 5 is arc-length on g. At any
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point Q(so) where the function J(s) =D(P, Q(s)) assumes a stationary value,

the geodesic connecting P to Q(s0) is perpendicular to g, by the well known

formula (see, for instance, Seifert and Threlfall [l, p. 100 ])

dJ
— = COS a,
ds

where a is the angle this connecting geodesic makes with g. Since there exists

a point Q on g for which D(P, Q) =D(P, g), it is sufficient to prove that this

point is unique. Suppose R were another such point. Then, as Q(s) varies on

the closed segment of g between Q and R, J(s) is either constant or attains

a maximum value at some interior point of this segment. In either case,

there is a point Q' interior to this arc for which a = ir/2 and at which J(s)

does not have a strong minimum relative to neighboring geodesies from P

to g. But this is contrary to the assumption concerning the nonexistence of

focal points (Bliss [l, p. 151]). This completes the proof(3).

It is easy to see that the function J(s) introduced above can take on but

one extreme value, so either of the conditions (i) or (ii) is sufficient to char-

acterize the geodesic with these properties. We call such a geodesic the per-

pendicular from P to g.

Theorem 4.1. If g and A are two geodesies of the same type on an M(II)

and P is a point between g and h, then K(P) —0. (K(P) is the Gaussian curva-

ture at P.)

Proof. Let k' be the unique perpendicular from P to g. Using P as origin

from which to measure arc-length t on k', choose e>0 so that the points P(t)

on k', —e^t^e, are all between g and A, and call this segment of k', k. Set

up geodesic normal coordinates with k' as base line. A point will have co-

ordinates (/, u) if its distance to k' is u and the perpendicular from this point

to k' intersects k' at P(t). By Lemma 4.3 this coordinate system is one-to-one

in the large. The line element becomes

(1) ds2 = du2 + F2(u, t)dl2,

where P(0, t) = \, Fu(0, t) =0, and P satisfies the Jacobi equation

(J") Fuu(u, t) + K(u, l)F(u, t) = 0.

Consider a geodesic h(t) which is orthogonal to the segment k at P(t),

-eáí^e. h(t) cannot intersect g, for then there would exist two geodesies

perpendicular to k' from the same point. On the other hand, h(t) cannot

intersect A twice, since they are geodesies. Therefore some subray of h(t)

lies entirely between g and A, and by Lemma 4.1 this ray must be of the

(3) This result can also be obtained without appeal to the calculus of variations by taking

the second derivative of / with respect to s and using the fact that da/d(j> = —dGll2/dr.
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same type as a subray of h. Consequently, by Corollary 3.1, h(t) cannot inter-

sect h at all, must lie entirely between g and h, and is a geodesic of the same

type as h or g. Since the relation of being of the same type is transitive, we

have, in particular, that h(—e) and h(e) are of the same type.

Just as in Theorem 3.1 we construct geodesic segments un connecting

points (n, — e) on h( — e) with h(e), whose equations in normal coordinates

are un — un(t), —e^t^e, «= +1, ±2, ±3, • • • . By the same argument we

find that lim„^w u„(t) = », lining.» un(t) — — », for each t. Since h(—e) and

h(e) are of the same type, lim inf L(un) < » for «—*+ », where the lengths

L(un) are now given by the integrals

L(un) =  f   {(uny + F\un(t), t)} "Ht.

Applying Fatou's lemma exactly as is done in Theorem 3.1, we conclude

that lim inf«,» F(un(t), t) and lim inf„._M F(un(t), t) are both integrable

functions. Thus there exist two sets, M+ and M~, each of measure 2e, such

that

(2) lim inf F(un(t), <)<*>, / G M+,
n—♦«>

and

(2') lim iní F(un(t), t) < », tE M".

M= M+f\M~ is again a set of measure 2e, and for each tEM the inequalities

(2), (2') hold simultaneously.

Let toEM. Then T"(w, ¿0) is a solution of (J") satisfying the hypotheses of

Lemma 4.2. Hence any two solutions of

(3) Fuu(u, to) + X(u, to)F(u, to) = 0

which are never zero are linearly dependent. But the hypothesis of non-

focality is precisely the assumption that at each point u0 there is a never zero

solution of (3), say H(u), with 77'(w0)=0. Hence Fu(u, /o)=0 for all u, so

that, because of the initial conditions, F(u, to) = 1 for all u. Then (3) reduces

to

(4) X(u, to) = 0, -»<«<».

Since to was an arbitrary point of a set of measure 2e, and X is continuous,

(4) holds for all t in [—e, e]. In particular, (4) is true for u = 0, t0 = 0; that is,

X(P) =0, which was to be proved.

Corollary 4.1. If a (real) analytic M (I I) contains two geodesies of the same

type, it is flat; that is, X — 0 and the surface is the Euclidean plane.
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Proof. K may be developed in a power series about some point between

the two geodesies, and by Theorem 4.1 all the coefficients of this series are

zero. The proof is completed by continuing K analytically to every point of

the surface.

Corollary 4.2. If every point P of an M(II) is between some pair of

geodesies of the same type (depending on P), the manifold is flat.

Busemann [3, p. 283] has obtained a similar result for spaces which are

not necessarily differentiable. However, in the Riemannian case the surfaces

he considers must have nonpositive curvature(4). Morse and Hedlund [l,

Theorem 5.7] have shown that the hypotheses of Corollary 4.2 are satisfied

on the covering surface of a doubly periodic Riemannian manifold of Eu-

clidean type without focal points (for definitions, see the paper cited). Thus

their Theorem 8.2, that every such surface, that is, every torus or Klein

bottle without focal points, is flat, follows from Corollary 4.2. (See, however,

E. Hopf [l ], where the same result is obtained for any surface of these topo-

logical types whose universal covering surface is merely an M(I).)

Let C be a surface of the topological type of a cylinder which is a complete

Riemannian manifold. It is easy to see (compare, for example, Cohn-Vossen

[l, p. 114]) that on such a surface there always exists an infinite geodesic g

without conjugate points. Let P(t) designate a point on g, where / is arc-

length, and let c(t) be a simple closed curve through P(t) which is not con-

tractible to a point on C. We may assume that c(t) intersects g only in P(t).

For It^O let U(t) be the component of C — c(t) which does not contain P(0).

U(t) is a region of the kind considered in Corollary 3.2, and we may accord-

ingly define girdles of U(t) and their greatest lower bound, g(t). Call C a tube

if lim inf g(t)< °° for t—* » and t—>— «>. The following is an analogue for

cylinders of the result of Morse and Hedlund for tori.

Corollary 4.3. If C is a tube whose covering surface is an M(II), C is flat.

Proof. Every point of the covering surface of C lies between two copies

of the geodesic g. Such lines may not be of the same type under our hy-

potheses, but an examination of the proof of Theorem 4.1 shows that

lim inf g(t) < go for t—»± » is sufficient to conclude that the curvature is zero.

5. Manifolds of hyperbolic type. An M(I) as defined in §3 is homeo-

morphic to the plane, and hence is also homeomorphic to the interior D of

the unit circle C. Each such homeomorphism will be called a representation

if it is of class C3 when considered as a map between the differentiable mani-

folds M(I) and D. A representation is conformai if the Riemannian metric

(4) Professor Busemann has pointed out that Theorem 4.1 cannot be extended to Finsler

spaces. In particular, Hubert geometries (see the remark after Corollary 3.1) may be con-

structed satisfying the hypotheses of Corollary 4.2. However, these are not Minkowskian, the

Finsler space analogue of flatness.
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it induces in D has the form

4/2(w, v)(du2 + dv2)
(1) ds2 = --, u* + v2<l.

(1 - u2 - v2)2

Every conformai representation of an M(I) induces a geometry in D in

which the angles are the same as the Euclidean angles. The case in which

f(u, v) = 1 for all u, v yields the familiar Poincaré metric for hyperbolic

geometry. The geodesies in this metric are arcs of (Euclidean) circles or-

thogonal to C. We shall call them hyperbolic lines or TT-lines, and define

similarly TT-rays and hyperbolic distance TT(P, Q) between two points in D.

Euclidean distance between P, Q in C\JD will be denoted by P(P, Q).

Fixing our attention on a single conformai representation <f> of M(I) (if

there is one), we say that an 77-line h is of the same type as a geodesic g of

M(I) if h and $(g) are of the same type in D with respect to the metric

(1). Type distance is defined similarly.

An M(I) will be called a manifold of hyperbolic type, denoted by M(I, 77),
if there exists a conformai representation <£ of M(I) onto D for which the

following conditions hold : H-T Hyperbolic type conditions : (i) There exists a

finite constant R such that, if g is the geodesic segment joining P and Q,

and h is the TT-segment between Í>(P) and $(Q), the type distance between

g and h is less than R. (ii) There is a constant c>0 such that c7T(4>(P),

$((3)) :áTJ>(P, Q) for all P and Q.
In Morse [l] and M+H (p. 379) it is proved that a manifold defined in

D by the form (1), where/(m, v) is of class C3 and lies between fixed positive

bounds, satisfies conditions H-T. In addition, if its Gaussian curvature is

bounded below and there are no conjugate points, such a manifold will be

an M(I, TT). The following facts are consequences of conditions H-T

(Morse [l, p. 44]):

(A) Every geodesic is of the type of some 77-line.

(B) Every geodesic ray is of the type of some 77-ray with the same

initial point, and for every TT-ray there is a geodesic ray of its type with the

same initial point. ("Same initial point" refers to the image in D.)

We now fix our attention on one M(I, TT) with a specific conformai repre-

sentation <i>. Its geometry is then equivalent to that of D with the metric

(1), so we shall from now on talk only about the point set D under the metrics

D(P, Q), induced by (1), 77(P, Q), and E(P, Q). (The latter will also apply
to D\JC.) We call geodesies of D, or just geodesies, the geodesies defined by

(1).
An easy consequence of H-T  (ii)  and the behavior of the hyperbolic

metric is

Lemma 5.1. If {Pn}, {Qn} are points in D such that D(Pn, Qn) are uni-

formly bounded and E(Pn, P)—>0for some P on C, then E(Qn, P)—>0.
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Since an 77-line is completely determined by its "points at infinity"

(the intersections of the Euclidean circle defining it with C), property A

associates two such points with each geodesic of D. Lemma 5.1 implies that

these points are unique (and hence the 77-line of the same type is unique),

so we may speak of the points at infinity of geodesies of D. Similarly, a

geodesic ray has a unique point at infinity, and the 77-ray which (B) says

exists is unique. Therefore two geodesic rays with the same initial point

and the same point at infinity are of the same type as a single 77-ray and,

consequently, are themselves of the same type. An application of Corollary

3.1 proves

Lemma 5.2. Given PED and QEC, there is at most one geodesic ray with

initial point P and point at infinity Q.

The corresponding statement may not be true for complete geodesies;

that is, there may exist many geodesies with the same pair of points at in-

finity. We remark further that, since the points at infinity of geodesic rays

coincide with the points at infinity of the 77-rays of the same type (Lemma

5.1), the existence of the ray from P to Q is assured by (B) and the fact that

there is such an 77-ray.

A pair (P, <p), where P is a point of D and </> is an angle between 0 and 2w,

will be called an element. To each element (P, 0) there corresponds precisely

one geodesic ray with P as initial point and 4> as tangent direction at P, for

the solutions of the differential equations defining geodesies are uniquely

determined by these boundary conditions. Let E denote the set of elements

of D, and topologize E as a product space, the topology for the angle being

that of the real numbers modulo 2tt. P(t, <p) will denote the point on the geo-

desic rays with initial element (P, 40 and distance t from P. Then, since the

solutions of the differential equations depend continuously on the initial

conditions, Pn(t, <pn)—>P(t, 40 uniformly for Oáí^ío if Pn—+P and </>n—x/>

(to is any fixed positive number). Under these circumstances the geodesic

rays with initial elements (Pn, <pn) will be said to converge to the ray with

initial element (P, (p).

Lemma 5.3. Let E(Pn, P)—>0, P„ED, PEC. Then the geodesic rays rn

from Pi through Pn, n = 2, 3, 4, • • -, converge to a ray with P as point at in-

finity.

Proof. Let (Pi, 40 be the initial element of the ray through Px with point

at infinity P, and suppose that there is a subsequence, which we renumber

(Pi, </>„), n = 2, 3, 4, • • -, of initial elements of r„ for which 0„—>(M</>. There

is an e>0 such that 6E [<p — «, <£+«]• Let gi and g2 be the geodesic rays with

initial elements (Pi, <p — e), (Pi, (p+e), and Qu Q2 their points at infinity.

P, Qi, and Q2 are distinct, by Lemma 5.2, so there is a Euclidean neighbor-

hood of P whose intersection with D lies entirely in the region bounded by
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gi, g2, and the arc of C between Qi and Q2 which contains P. But there are an

infinite number of points P„ outside this neighborhood, and this contradic-

tion of the hypothesis proves the lemma.

Let G be a group of transformations of the unit disk onto itself which

leave the metric (1) invariant. If T is in G, T(P) is called the point congruent

to P under T, and the collection { T(P) \ TEG} is the set of all points con-

gruent to P under G. G is called properly discontinuous in a set A if, for any

point P in 4, P is not a limit point of points congruent to P under G. If G

is properly discontinuous in D but ceases to be so in every subset of C, G

will be called a group of the first kind. Because the metric (1) is left invariant,

T preserves angle measurement and must be a conformai or inversely con-

formal transformation. Thus P may also be regarded as an isometry in the

space of elements E. Moreover, any such transformation is an isometry of

the hyperbolic geometry.

If an M(I, TT), considered as the point set D with metric (1), has a group

of isometries G of the first kind, it will be denoted by M(G). Since TEG

preserves distances and arc-length the images of geodesic segments under P

are again geodesic segments. A geodesic ray r will be called transitive if the

set of elements on r and all its congruent copies under G is dense in E.

We now know enough about manifolds of hyperbolic type to state the

following theorem. Its proof is the same as that of Theorem 13.1 (M + H),

and will therefore be omitted (compare also Theorem 3.1 of Hedlund [l ]

and Hauptsatz of Salenius [l]).

Theorem 5.1. On any M(G) there exist transitive rays.

Since G is properly discontinuous we may identify points of D which are

congruent under G and obtain a manifold with fundamental group G and

universal covering space D (Seifert and Threlfall [2, Chap. 8]). Because

(1) is invariant under G, we may define a Riemannian metric in this space

and call the resulting surface M. The set of elements of M, topologized in

the usual fashion, is called the phase space, £2, of M; it is precisely the tangent

circle bundle.

Let e':(P, <p) be a point of E, e its image in ß. e' determines a unique

geodesic g of D ; lets be its arc-length measured from P. We set e's equal to the

tangent element of g whose base point is a (directed) distance 5 from P, and

let Ts(e) be the corresponding point in 12. The group of transformations

{T.] — » <s< » } defines the geodesic flow in £2 (see Hedlund [2]). If there

exists a transitive ray in D there is an element e of £2 such that the set

{ Ts(e) | 0 <s < » } (the positive semi-orbit of e) is dense in £2, and conversely.

In this case the flow is said to be topologically transitive. We restate Theorem

5.1 to conform to this order of ideas.

Corollary 5.1. Let M be a Riemannian manifold whose universal covering
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space is an M(G), where G is its fundamental group. Then the geodesic flow in

£2 (the phase space of M) is topologically transitive.

Theorem 5.1 includes Theorem 13.1 of M+H in the sense that, if the

manifold they consider has Gaussian curvature bounded below, it is an

M(G) in our terminology. Since the curvature of the metric (1) as given by

the Theorema Egregium is

K(u, v) = - — + —- (1 - u   - v ) (/„ + /, - //„„ - //„)
f       4/4

we may state

Corollary 5.2. Let the function f in (1) satisfy, for all u, v in D, the con-

ditions

(i) 0 < a S f(u, v) ¿ b, a, b constant;

(ii) A/ = /„„ + /„„ :£ N, N constant.

If M is a C3 Riemannian manifold whose universal covering surface is D with

metric (1) and fundamental group of the first kind, then the geodesic flow in the

phase space of M is topologically transitive. '

Thus we have replaced the requirement of Morse and Hedlund that the

flow be Poisson stable (see M + H, p. 380) by condition (ii) of a purely

analytical character. This proof, accordingly, makes no use of the Poincaré

recurrence theorem, with its measure-theoretic considerations. In particular,

if M is closed and of sufficiently high genus, it always has a conformai repre-

sentation and conditions (i) and (ii) are automatically satisfied. We there-

fore obtain Corollary 13.1 of M + H:

Corollary 5.3. If M is a closed orientable two-dimensional Riemannian

manifold of class C3 and of genus greater than one, and if no geodesic on M has

conjugate points, then the geodesic flow in the phase space of M is topologically

transitive. The same result is true if M satisfies all of the above conditions,

except is nonorientable and of genus greater than two.
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